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head lights use a convex lens to project the light of your low beams over a wider area,
increasing the overall viewing area of your Expedition's headlamps. Sonar aka Spyder has long
been the most popular brand of aftermarket custom lighting, and for good reason due to their
large selection, striking designs, and affordability. These Ford Expedition Sonar CCFL Halo
Projector Smoke Head Lamps enhance your night time driving by taking the existing light put
out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area, resulting in increased field of vision.
Though they are the biggest, there are other options available, especially if you are looking for
rare and unique styles to replace your stock Expedition Head Lights. They often have more
focused product lines, with specializations in certain rare applications as well as offering
unique features. The Euro Crystal Head Lamps from these companies are great for keeping your
Ford Expedition differentiated from the pack, since unlike the bigger brands, they have much
smaller production runs and can be very hard to find. Though these TD JDM Chrome Ford
Expedition Crystal Headlights do not carry the long warranties of bigger brands, their cost
effectiveness can be made up in their often significantly lower prices, especially with a little
elbow grease. As with all tail lens and head lamps even your OEM ones , putting a extra seal of
silicone sealant available at any hardware or automotive part store along the seam of your Ford
Expedition Crystal Head Lights virtually guarantees they will stay clean and new looking for the
life of your Expedition. Black Headlamps represents Tuners Depot's collection of head lights
from lesser known and smaller companies. Though these TD Black Ford Expedition Crystal DRL
LED Headlights do not carry the long warranties of bigger brands, their cost effectiveness can
be made up in their often significantly lower prices, especially with a little elbow grease. As with
all tail lens and head lamps even your OEM ones , putting a extra seal of silicone sealant
available at any hardware or automotive part store along the seam of your Ford Expedition DRL
L. Crystal Head Lights virtually guarantees they will stay clean and new looking for the life of
your Expedition. Chrome Headlamps represents Tuners Depot's collection of head lights from
lesser known and smaller companies. Though these TD Chrome Ford Expedition Crystal DRL
LED Headlights do not carry the long warranties of bigger brands, their cost effectiveness can
be made up in their often significantly lower prices, especially with a little elbow grease. Smoke
Headlamps represents Tuners Depot's collection of head lights from lesser known and smaller
companies. Though these TD Smoke Ford Expedition Crystal DRL LED Headlights do not carry

the long warranties of bigger brands, their cost effectiveness can be made up in their often
significantly lower prices, especially with a little elbow grease. Though these TD JDM Black
Ford Expedition Crystal Headlights do not carry the long warranties of bigger brands, their cost
effectiveness can be made up in their often significantly lower prices, especially with a little
elbow grease. Though these TD JDM Smoke Ford Expedition Crystal Headlights do not carry the
long warranties of bigger brands, their cost effectiveness can be made up in their often
significantly lower prices, especially with a little elbow grease. Sonar Halo Projector head lights
use a convex lens to project the light of your low beams over a wider area, increasing the
overall viewing area of your Expedition's headlamps. These Sonar Expedition Smoke Projector
Halo Lights can be a great for improving nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is
ahead and around you. These Ford Expedition Sonar Halo Projector Smoke Head Lamps
enhance your night time driving by taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and
projecting it over a wider area, resulting in increased field of vision. These Ford Expedition
Sonar CCFL Halo Projector Black Head Lamps enhance your night time driving by taking the
existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area, resulting in
increased field of vision. These Sonar Expedition Black Projector Halo Lights can be a great for
improving nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is ahead and around you. These
Ford Expedition Sonar Halo Projector Black Head Lamps enhance your night time driving by
taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area, resulting
in increased field of vision. These Ford Expedition Sonar CCFL Halo Projector Chrome Head
Lamps enhance your night time driving by taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs
and projecting it over a wider area, resulting in increased field of vision. Not only do they
increase the breadth of your lighted visible area by projecting your existing light across a wider
field, but by wiring up the optional Halos, these SPEC-D Ford Expedition Chrome Halo L.
Projector Lights provide even more light that can be used in conjunction with your Expedition
headlights or parking lights. Historically though, the problem with Halos was that if they ever
went bad, you were stuck with an irreparable and irreplaceable halo ring. That means you will
never get stuck with bad halos in your Expedition otherwise good headlights again. Halo
Projector Headlamps for the Ford Expedition. They are made to snugly fit your Expedition, and
replace both of your stock Expedition head lights. The Halos and LED's are left unwired, giving
you the choice of deciding which function to splice them to most people choose to splice them
so they work in conjunction with the low beams or parking lights. Both sides included and light
electrical work splicing required. These Sonar Expedition Chrome Projector Halo Lights can be
a great for improving nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is ahead and around
you. These Ford Expedition Sonar Halo Projector Chrome Head Lamps enhance your night time
driving by taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider
area, resulting in increased field of vision. Not only do they increase the breadth of your lighted
visible area by projecting your existing light across a wider field, but by wiring up the optional
Halos, these SPEC-D Ford Expedition Black Halo L. Projector head lights use a convex lens to
project the light of your low beams over a wider area, increasing the overall viewing area of your
Expedition's headlamps. These Sonar Expedition Chrome Projector Lights can be a great for
improving nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is ahead and around you. These
Ford Expedition Sonar Projector Chrome Head Lamps enhance your night time driving by taking
the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area, resulting in
increased field of vision. These Sonar Ford Expedition Chrome Projector Lamps aka Spyder
Ford Expedition Chrome Projector Lamps , like all the other headlights, tail lights and fog lights
on our site, come complete with both sides, and should be street legal in most communities.
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When I clipped the bulbs in they snapped. Better throw than the stock Supercrew headlights,
that's the only plus about the headlights. The Lens fell out of the passenger's side. I'm running
HID's in them and they are pretty good. EDIT: Company won't offer me a refund or let me send
them back or send me a new pair. Images in this review. These did come with new bulbs
however I chose to just use the ones already installed in the truck. I took the new bulbs out of
the headlamp assembly and into a plastic bag to store them as future replacements. I first
removed the old headlight and corner lights from the truck carefully to not damage the bulbs.
My truck is 20yo so, the plastic clips are old, dried out and very brittle The headlamps removal
is tool-less as there are two retaining bars that slide up to allow removal. The corner lights are
secured with one T20 screw so you do need a T20 screwdriver there. I then took an old
headlight with a new headlight from the same side and began comparing the adjustment
screws. I actually measured the screw adjustment distance on all three threaded rods and made
the new headlights have the same measurement on the corresponding rod. That measurement
is taken from the notched center of the ball joint to the actual knobbed nut on the threaded rod.
Next step was to swap out the retainer ring for the bulbs as the old ones are different from the
new. Wearing gloves, simply take the headlight bulbs off the trucks wiring harness, remove the
old ring, install the new ring and reinstall the bulb. Insert the bulb into the new headlight
assemble and secure with the new rings you just installed on the truck wiring harness. Slide the
headlight assembly into the grooves, aligning the both grooves and adjustment threaded rods
into the holes of the truck. Slide the retaining bars back down to secure the headlight into place.
On the new corner lights the tab nut does not work well for the trucks T20 screw so, I took the
old tabs nuts off of the old corner lights and used them on the new corner light. Swapping the
tab nuts only takes a few seconds and allows for an easier install. Simply insert the corner light
bulbs into the corner light assembly, slide into place and secure it by screwing the T20 screw
into the tab nut. Taking the measurements of the old headlight adjustments and making the new
headlights the same prior to installing as described above, made my headlight alignment almost
perfect. The headlights were aimed well enough that I didn't need to make any further
adjustment. These new headlights are MUCH brighter than the old, yellowed ones that were on
the truck, even with using the old bulbs already in the truck. They also give my truck a nice
newer look. Installed on Ford F XL. Fit had to be tweaked let's say.. One turn signal had the
harness connector glued on upside down,but made it work. All in all turned out ok. Make sure
you are a creative DIY mechanic before ordering these headlights. These are not a simple drop
in replacment by any means. You will need to adjust the beams as well which is a little tricky.
You can measure the rods you have,but the problem is these replacment headlights sit more
shallow then stock. For all these problems I give these only one star. My old f Lariats headlights
were done. These Ford lightning look alikes are nice especially for the price. I did have to swap
the clips from tho old side markers to the new ones. Also it's much easier to install the
headlights with the side markers loose. Total job took about 20 minutes. Would definitely
recommend buying if your headlights are worn out. I read other customer reviews before
ordering. I ordered them anyway and here is what I found Where the two pieces are glued or
melted together is a flange all the way around the headlight. I had to take my air grinder with a
sanding pad on it and sand it down. Both headlights were this way and would not fit in the truck
grill. After trimming the excess, they fit fine with no problem. Side blinker lights fit fine also. I
didn't have any problem with connector fitment or anything breaking. I did have to align
headlights once installed. I measured the distance on the bolt bushings and set the new
headlight bushings the same distance but I still had to adjust the headlights. Measure the old
headlight bushings and set the new headlight bushings the same and they should be very
close. Lights look great and function as they should. Someone wrote a review about water leaks
but I haven't had any water leaks yet. If I do I will update this review. So far I am happy with my
purchase. Ive had these a year now, and they are as good looking and sealed as the day I
installed them, and this is on a truck that isnt garaged in the Midwest. I replaced these over the
stock housings because I wanted and updated look and with new headlights I wanted a more
focused beam so I wouldnt be blinding people on the road ahead of me. It definitely did the job
and continues to do it job. Looks great, performs great, great price. Hands downI would buy
again F I saved a buck there wish I didn't , no room for rachet , wrench or hands had to remove
head lights many times to adjust not sellers fault Also look at getting orange marker light bulbs
Walmart cheapest avg 6 bucks auto zone 7 to 9 bucks unless yours on existing lights still good
mine where pealing orange off making them clear not Legal , the reason for is corner of new
housings are mostly clear and bye law need a tint VERY GOOD PRODUCT worth it so clearer
then stock. TY to seller. By Bob Ramsey on January 19, See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: ford expedition , ford f , ford f headlights , dot 4 , oem
headlights , f parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
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United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Received promptly and well-packaged. Appear to be physically identical to OEM
lights, excepting as noted, below. Here's how I installed them: There are a couple of okay
YouTube videos out there also. I pulled my truck into the garage, set the brake and turned on
the existing seriously fogged up headlights. With the old headlights on, I used masking tape to
mark an X on the wall where each light centered. This enabled me to later verify the alignment of
the new lights to the old. Shut off headlights. Although removing the side marker light is not
necessary, trust me when I say that doing this small step first will save you time and potential
frustration putting the new headlights in. I think my headlights and clips hadn't been moved
since new, almost 17 years or so ago, so they were stiff. You can use a flashlight to look down
the length of the headlight clips and see if they have been pulled up far enough for the headlight
posts to clear the clips. Once you have both clips up high enough, with gentle tugging and
wiggling, the headlight assembly should pull straight forward. I actually used a wooden stick to
apply gentle pressure from the back side to help ease the posts through the holes. This is
especially helpful if you didn't remove the side marker lights because otherwise you have
nothing to grip on the old headlight to remove it. The OEMs looked to me to be better quality, so
I pulled the old rubber and plastic OEM clips off the old headlights, and swapped them with the
new headlights. This took less than 3 minutes, and by doing the posts one at a time and
matching the location on the new lamp to the old lamp, the headlight adjustment should be
perfect when done. I actually tried installing one with the new rubber and plastic posts and from
my experience, the old OEM posts made the job go much faster. If you are going to use the new
rubber and plastic posts, already installed on the new headlights, you want to measure each
one against the old post to get as close as possible to your original alignment. Because you
actually have to mostly remove the headlight to adjust the alignment, a few extra minutes
measuring will save you a lot of time in alignment. Once I had the old rubber and plastic posts
on the new light, I slid the new light into place on the track guides you see what I mean when
you pull the old one out. Attempting to re-install using the new rubber and plastic posts, was
time consuming, but when I switched with the OEMs, they almost went in by themselves. Make
sure the light is pressed firmly back and that the clips fully engage when you push the clips
back in place. Turn on the headlights and verify that the new ones hit the Xs you made on the
wall, and you are done! Because I simply re-used the existing posts and they were already
aligned, there was no change, but if you use the new posts, you may have to adjust the
alignment. I took my old bulbs out, put them in a baggie, and kept them if one of the new bulbs
burns out, and tossed the old assemblies. Less than 30 minutes tops. These arrived quickly and
in perfect shape. They came equipped with the standard bulb installed in them, ready to install.
It took me about an hour to install but could have been much quicker as I found that by first

removing the adjacent parking light lens dramatically eased re-installation. Getting the
adjustment guides on the back of the headlamp lens to slide onto the plastic guides while the
adjusting screws fit into the mounting holes was a challenge and frustrating initially. This was
made ever so easy when I discovered that I could easily see and guide the lenses onto the rails
and into the holes with the parking lenses removed. Removal of the parking lenses is
accomplished by removing one retaining screw 7mm at the top of the paring light lens. Remove
the small lens screw and it simply slides out and exposes the headlamp adjustment mechanism
for ease of install. This will save you a great deal of time and frustration. I also purchased the
adjustment tool to save on knuckle skin The headlamps themselves are removed with no tools
required. The flat metal retainers two each per headlamp are visible as you open the hood, right
behind the headlamps themselves. Push the exposed flat metal retainers back and pull up on
them to move this retainer clip up and off the adjustment screw plastic mounts. The headlamps
then simply need to be forced forward and out, sliding out on the plastic guides on the truck. Its
much easier that you would think and I praise the engineers that designed these for ease of
maintenance and replacement Good luck, but you won't need it. We bought two for our Ford F
There were no instructions so getting these installed was not easy but we figured it out. Here is
the process my husband and I figured out so we wanted to share. Remove old bars and lights.
Put the bars back into place staging for new lights. Connect new wiring harness. Align the first
two lamp screws closest to grill into the holes. For each, there is also a little black pin on screw
that must slide onto a track. Use screwdriver to tap and align screws. You may have to slide bar
up or down to get through. Do not lock bar yet. While trying to keep the first two screws and
tracks in place, try to next align the screw closest to flasher. Align the pin on the track while
sliding the screw into the single hole and through the hole in the bar. Adjust bar if necessary.
You must get all three tracks and screws aligned properly to initially seat the light. These lock
by sliding the bar down over a channel cut into the black rubber piece on the end of the screw.
Push firmly on the flasher side of the light until the screw pops in far enough for the channel to
be seen on the other side of the locking bar. Use a screwdriver to tap into place, if needed. Once
the channel can be seen, push bar down hard to lock. Now repeat on the other side with the two
screws. Push bar down firmly the lock. Test lock by pushing inward on lamp. If it pushes in, the
bar is not locking on channel. We hope this helps someone!! One person found this helpful. See
all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: body parts for
expedition , ford expedition , ford f , ford harley davidson , ford headlights , ford lightning.
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headlight include dim, busted, and flickering lights. There have been several generations of the
Ford Expedition, each with models carrying parts that vary in design and fit. These are sold as
assemblies, in sets of two, or as part of a kit. It packs a punch by combining modern
convenience, power, and top-notch safety features. Despite its superior design and reliability,
frequently used electrical components like its headlights may wear out and require replacement
over time. You should never drive with a broken headlight. If your headlights are dim or if one is
busted, this will significantly impair your vision while driving in the dark and in extreme weather
conditions. As soon as you notice one of the symptoms mentioned below, seek professional
help immediately. It may also mean that it is simply producing a low charging output. While
Ford Expedition LED headlights can last years, halogen bulbs may require replacement after 1,
illumination hours. You may check if a halogen headlight bulb is busted by observing whether
the filament inside the bulb is broken in half. Bad relay and connections may also cause your
headlights to flicker. They also make your presence known to other vehicles that are driving
ahead. Note that some of these may or may not come with an included Ford Expedition
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